Family Rules
“A job worth doing is worth doing well”

Responsibilities

Level Three:
- Has Independently Demonstrated Level 2 Behavior for 3 Days
- Tell Parents where you are AT ALL TIMES
- Call and Check in if later than Expected
  Curfew: 9PM Weeknights
  11PM Weekends (over 14)
  10PM Weekends (under 14)

Accept NO!

Level Two:
- Good Attitude all day
- Bed made before school
- Room picked up
- Pick up after yourself as mess is created
- One job a day
- Hobby Practice 30 minutes
- Request Permission for all privileges
- Respect
  Indoor Voices
  Outdoor Voices
  Others belongings
- Attend School/Skipping class receives Immediate level drop
- 1.5 Hours of homework/read
- Bedtime 8:30 prepare 9:00 IN bed

Level One:
- Live in our home

Rules:
You will receive three strikes before moving down a level.
Each strike can be erased by 45 minutes of hard work.

Privileges

Level Three:
- Participate in all Level Two Privileges
- Can Go OUT with friends (movies, snowboarding, etc.)
- Can participate in additional sports.
- Can ask to negotiate ONCE.

Level Two:
- Can watch 1 hour of TV
- Can play on computer 30 minutes
- Use of phone/cell phone (14 yrs old)
- Can play with friends in neighborhood
- Can participate in one sport

Level One:
- Clothes, somewhere to sleep
  Food, Shelter, Love

Two hours of acceptable work may move you up one level.
You will stay on that level until one full days actions allow you to move up a level.